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The hills of  Jawai, in western Rajasthan, are around 850 
million years old. They emerge from the plain in peaks 
and undulations of  igneous rock, striated deep grey and 
rosy beige, eroded and shaped by countless millennia of  
winds and monsoons. Tall euphorbia clings tenaciously to 
their sides, bristling tentacles of  vivid lime-green capped 
with scarlet blossoms. Cactus and mesquite cast pools and 
trickles of  shade. When the sun rises – a perfect orange 
disc in the muddled light of  dawn – it casts a delicate pink 
net over masses of  slumbering stone.

Jawai’s flats are dotted with villages, set in a patchwork 
of  castor, wheat and mustard fields. Nomadic Rabari 
tribesmen, tall and ascetic in white djotis and vermilion 
turbans, drive their goats and sheep along dirt roads and 
through sparse bush. Hindi devotionals carry faintly on 
the air from temples built into the sides of  rocks, along 
with the persistent tak-tak-tak pulse of  generators and the 
lowing of  buffalo and, in the dark-blue evenings, the acrid 
scent of  woodsmoke. 

But Jawai has another resident population, one that’s 
been here for centuries: leopard. The cave networks and 
crevasses in the rocks are an ideal habitat for the cats; 
they populate the entire area surrounding Jawai Bandh, 
the dam built in 1946 to contain the Jawai river – now 
a lake, and home to dozens of  bird species and the large 
freshwater crocodiles called muggers. 

The coexistence of  man and big cats elsewhere in India 
– population 1.3 billion – has at times been a fraught one; 
but here, the last time a human was killed by a leopard 
was more than 150 years ago. I learned this at Jawai 
Leopard Camp, which was opened by the Indian travel 
company Suján in December 2013. I was its inaugural 
guest, visiting on assignment for the Financial Times; and 
I wondered aloud then about the viability of  pursuing 
wildlife conservation in the midst of  what looked, bar 
those extraordinary rock formations, more or less like any 
other stretch of  agrarian Rajasthan. 

But that was the point, said Jaisal Singh, Suján’s 
41-year-old founder – to put this unique-in-the-world 
symbiosis between charismatic megafauna and equally 
charismatic human culture at the centre of  the story. 
Staging wildlife experiences the way they happen in 
the Maasai Mara or the Pantanal in Brazil would be 
disingenuous, not to mention impossible. Somehow, 
people and predators have sorted out how to share this 
tract of  western Rajasthan; this, he said, is what we want 
Jawai’s guests to see.

Wilderness is in Singh’s bones – and in his pedigree. 
He spent parts of  his childhood in Ranthambore, the one-
time Mughal stronghold that in the late 17th century 
became the private hunting grounds of  the Maharajas of  
Jaipur; its extraordinary clifftop fort was once home to 

45,000 people. His mother and father, Malvika and Tejbir 
Singh, are eminent Indian journalists and conservationists 
who have documented Ranthambore’s tiger population for 
almost 50 years; together with Malvika’s brother, Valmik 
Thapar (who is still considered one of  the preeminent 
tiger experts in the world), they helped map the 1335sq 
km that became Ranthambore National Park, established 
by Indira Gandhi in 1979. 

In 2000, at the age of  21, Singh – in an effort, he once 
joked, to evade university – went to his mother with a 
business plan: why not build an exclusive tented camp, 
adjacent to the family farm (which abuts Ranthambore), 
and write the playbook for super high-end safaris in 
India? She gave him the land, and six months later Sher 
Bagh – the first Suján property – opened to the public.

In the 20 years since, Jaisal and his wife, Anjali Singh, 
have created a small portfolio of  destinations that curate, 
with thoughtfulness and sophistication, the stories of  
Rajasthan. The region’s landscapes, textures, and history 
– from medieval princes to Mughal emperors and the 
pomp and pageantry of  19th- and 20th-century Rajputana 
– are shared through artisanship, design, cuisine, and up-
close but uncontrived experiences of  both wilderness 
and culture. Singh describes his wish for Suján to purvey 
“transformative experiences; of  our natural and cultural 
heritage – not just through celebrating our many cuisines, 
tracking and observing wildlife, exploring a historic 
fortress, or riding horses through the rural countryside, 
but very importantly, also through human interaction.” 

Jaisal Singh’s experience spans the breadth of  modern 
travel, from bar-setting service standards to pioneering 
re-wilding efforts. He is a vice president and executive 
board member of  Relais & Chateaux (of  which elite 
alliance Suján’s properties are all members); he is also 
a member of  the Rajasthan state wildlife board’s key 
decision-making standing committee. His paternal 
ancestors helped map New Delhi, alongside Sir Edwin 
Lutyens; he plays polo with princes and knows his 
Vougeot from his Vosne-Romanée. But he can also track 
apex predators with the skill of  a seasoned guide. 

This wide-ranging remit – as I learned on a return 
trip to Jawai last February, when I also spent several days 
at Sher Bagh – colours the whole Suján experience. It 
takes a more urbane form at the Singhs’ Suján RajMahal 
Palace – one of  the Jaipur royal family’s pleasure redoubts, 
which Suján took over management of  in 2015 and almost 
instantly parlayed into one of  Rajasthan’s most exclusive 
stays. And it leans toward design and rural heritage at The 
Serai, opened outside Jaisalmer in 2008 – a high-style fever 
dream of  India under canvas in the sands of  the Thar 
Desert, where the suites have walled gardens and rosy 
local-stone floors, and at night hundreds of  candles fill 
alcoves and line paths, and nomadic Manganiyar musical 
troupes perform their haunting ballads under the stars. 

Conservation, though, is a – the – core Suján value. The 
idea for a wilderness camp in the Jawai area was in the back 
of  Singh’s mind for years, but it was only in spring 2013 
that he, Anjali and long-time family friend Yusuf  Ansari 
– an author, historian and amateur naturalist, who joined 
Suján full-time in 2006 as vice president and director of  
experiences – acted on his instinct. By early December, 
the 10 contemporary-cool tents – big, airy, monochrome, 
hung with large-scale black and white photographs of  
animals and landscape, and dressed in hits of  bold red 
recalling the Rabaris’ turbans – were ready for guests. 

At Jawai, Suján’s founding tenets – of  protecting 
the land and wildlife, the local culture, and the local 
communities – are adapted for an ecosystem where 

Suján is India’s great conservation success story, the result of 20 years of  
passion for the country’s pristine wilderness, married with peerless hospitality
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Clockwise from far left: 

Jaisal Singh; the living/ 
dining tent at Suján  
Jawai; Yusuf Ansari, 
Anjali Singh and Jaisal 
Singh; Relais & Chateaux 
cuisine; keepsakes and 
correspondence at  
Suján Sher Bagh;  
sunrise at Suján Jawai;  
a sumptuous tent at  
Suján Sher Bagh; Anjali 
Singh in Ranthambore 
National Park 
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